IT Industry Environmental Effects
from Infrastructure Agility
CO2 Footprint. Seventeen (17%) of the
total carbon footprint caused by technology
is due to data centers.
Reduction Global Data

Greening Effect. The electricity that is

Centers Impact on

needed to run these data centers is nearly

the Environment

30 billion watts. These servers waste 90
percent of the energy they use because
they run on full capacity all day long, rack
density is non-optimized and hot/cold

PUE less than NEW Dell
MX7000 and 41x SqFt.

truly disruptive!

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT

CO2 Footprint | Greening Effect | Cloud Scalability

aisles are required to prevent infrastructure
failure rates.”
Cloud Scalability. You need not only an

What if you could operate in a more healthy way… by reducing

CLOUD SCALABILITY
True DR/BCP over
AWS, Azure and
Google.

cation, DR, BCP and solutions to ensure

industries land use, Data Center size & mitigate building devel-

you can scale not only across a physical

opment by >50%; greening the data center by reducing it’s

solution we need to scale across regions

electrical demand by >15 billion watts while also reducing

or countries or theaters of operation as

power plant requirements and cloud in-flight scalabil-

BOOSTING PERFORMANCE
More cores over the NEW
Dell MX700, 228x more
storage, 625x RAM and 4x

network speeds.

IRR DOMI NATES

ity keeping pace with the fast evolving cloud industry providing
Data Center scalability while consolidating the legacy infra-

power plant requirements, data center

physical size, data center internal space

Really bolster computing capabilities >30x and stay ahead of

footprint, land and building requirements.

the competition? Z-IMPACT Disruptive Technology is the cen-

reductions in CAPX and

ment to shrink or eliminate the Data Center as we know today.

Z-IMPACT ECOSYSTEM SAVINGS!

the economics today offers a >50% reduc-

Boosting Performance

agility. Z-IMPACT ultimate goal is a zero-impact to the environ-

1,000’ pays to replace current solution.

Boosting Performance. Our net effect on

DISRUPTIVE TECHNOLOGY

generate a surplus! The

small 5,000’ Data Center reduced to

nected as a single-pane-of-glass.

tion in: carbon footprint, power demands,

ter-piece that brings about all the innovation of infrastructure

will have CFOs jumping for joy! Just a

well in geographic synchronicity, intercon-

structure 1:n allowing greater Data Center density.

Overall, Z-IMPACT will

OPEX across the board

advanced scaling solution, you need repli-

an industry’s total carbon footprint by >50% by reducing the

Disruptive Technology creates significant advantages! Utilizing our design will enable new
value chains both horizontally and vertically depending upon the level of adoption. No other IT

WHAT ARE THE POSSIBILITIES…

vendor comes close to Z-IMPACTs possibilities...

IT leaders must factor in infrastructure agility, scalability and
responsiveness when enabling digital business innovation to
produce meaningful environmental effects… in steps leading to
a Low Carbon IT Industry.
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Z-IMPACT has robust and proven services programs, that take

you from the initial assessment,
to jointly developing a modernization playbook to deliver our
various service offerings that
saves our client’s money.

Z-IMPACT 100% Availability
comes from the iPulse OS that

Z-IMPACT effectively handles the impact of a data center’s overall effects on all sizing footprints, power requirements and supportive personnel. This all has an effect on the natural environment, Z-IMPACT has focus on a “total
solution” that’s laser focused on the industry as a whole and will have cause-and-effect that ripples through this

has built-in DR, BCP, XaaS,

whole market that reduces the requirements of supporting local power plants and ultimately the carbon footprint

SDxx and power management

output on our world.

that reduces MTBF of quality
hardware.

TURNKEY SOLUTIONS
Z-IMPACT offers turnkey solutions with minimal installation
and configuration.

MADE IN USA
Our systems are made in the
USA, assembled and pro-

grammed by US Workers and
Veterans. We ensure the highest
standards, and highest quality
parts go into our iStormCloud
Ecosystem.

W EBSITE
For more information on any of
our products or services please
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visit us on the Web at:
www.z-impact.com

1712 Pioneer Ave. Suite 2231

